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I am a software engineer and data journalist and worked full time for the International               
Consortium of Investigative Journalists, a nonprofit based in Washington, DC, from April            
2014 to April 2018. I was responsible for receiving large volumes of leaked data for my                
employer and making them available to a large network of journalists for investigation,             
through a secured platform that I built for the purpose with help from my team. The                
leaked data came from the Luxembourg tax office, HSBC private bank in Switzerland,             
Singapore-based Portcullis TrustNet, BVI-based Commonwealth Trust Limited (CTL),        
Panama-based Mossack Fonseca and Bermuda-based Appleby. I received specialised         
training that allowed me to easily interpret the leaked legal and corporate documents             
from offshore law firms. As a software engineer I could build the tools that would allow                
myself and other journalists all over the world to collaborate on an investigation of              
hundreds of millions of these documents. 
 
My mother, Daphne Caruana Galizia, was an independent investigative journalist with           
thirty years of experience in journalism. She was assassinated in Malta with a bomb              
placed under the seat of her car on 16 October 2017, while working full time on a                 
journalistic investigation into the illicit activities of JOSEPH MUSCAT, KEITH ALLEN           
SCHEMBRI, KONRAD MIZZI, KARL CINI, BRIAN TONNA, YORGEN FENECH, Electrogas          
Malta and the State Oil Company of the Azerbaijan Republic (SOCAR). Other individuals             
that she investigated are directly connected to the individuals named above but are             
party to what I believe to be separate violations that would take many more committee               
meetings to cover. 
 
The individuals and companies I have just named form part of an organised criminal              
conspiracy that was created to illegally profit from the privatisation of Malta’s energy             
sector. 
 

1. Leading up to a general election in Malta in 2013, this group of individuals              
operated as part of a broader effort, around Joseph Muscat’s official electoral            
campaign, to privatise Malta’s energy sector and grant the national power           
generation contract to a private monopoly that would operate gas-powered          
turbines. The stated political goal was to reduce electricity bills. Following           
Joseph Muscat’s election to power, the deal was awarded by opaque public            
tender to a business consortium incorporated as Electrogas Malta Ltd in a            



process widely perceived as having been corrupted. The selection board for the            
public tender was officially chaired by the private accountant to KEITH ALLEN            
SCHEMBRI and KONRAD MIZZI: BRIAN TONNA, a partner of the firm Nexia BT. In              
private briefings, state intelligence officials of an EU member state that is            
investigating one of the shareholders have also described the deal as corrupt,            
with certainty. 

2. Using a credit line that is guaranteed by the Maltese government, Electrogas            
Malta Ltd is bound by an undisclosed deal to purchase gas from SOCAR at double               
the market rate. The Maltese public was not given the choice of buying cheaper              
electricity from an existing undersea power interconnector with Italy, which          
instead serves as a backup during frequent failures at the gas-powered plant. 

3. SOCAR, an Azerbaijani state-owned oil and gas company, owns a 33.3% share of             
Electrogas Malta Ltd via the Switzerland-based SOCAR Trading SA. Each year it            
buys an estimated 14 million units of gas from Royal Dutch Shell plc, paying an               
estimated 113 million US dollars for the shipments, at a price fixed to the              
international market rate in a gas purchase agreement. SOCAR Trading SA sells            
Electrogas Malta Ltd the same amount of gas and charges an estimated 153             
million US dollars, under terms set in a second gas supply agreement. Electrogas             
Malta Ltd pays SOCAR Trading SA for the gas using a credit line that is               
guaranteed by the Maltese government. SOCAR Trading SA keeps the 40 million            
dollar difference on the transactions. Electrogas Malta Ltd sells Enemalta plc the            
same amount of gas for the same price. Enemalta plc and Electrogas Malta Ltd              
convert the gas into electricity, which is then distributed to consumers, who            
absorb the cost of the difference. Over the duration of the gas supply agreement,              
1 billion US dollars will leave the Maltese economy as profit for the state of               
Azerbaijan. Internal invoices and correspondence between Electrogas Malta Ltd         
shareholders show that the gas that is shipped to Malta is sourced from natural              
gas fields in Trinidad & Tobago, by Royal Dutch Shell plc. SOCAR Trading SA              
plays the unnecessary role of a middleman, ships no actual gas from Azerbaijan,             
and generates huge profits that are embezzled by the family of Ilham Aliyev. As              
the facts described below show, it is reasonable to believe that a part of those               
same profits were ultimately destined for the bank accounts of KEITH SCHEMBRI            
and KONRAD MIZZI. 

4. The agreements for the purchase and supply of gas, that guaranteed these profits             
for the state of Azerbaijan, were orchestrated by KONRAD MIZZI, the           
government minister responsible for energy and privatisation deals, KEITH         
ALLEN SCHEMBRI, JOSEPH MUSCAT and Electrogas Malta Ltd shareholders. The          
terms of each of the agreements were never disclosed to the public. In early 2017               
I began providing technical support to my mother, who was in the process of              
receiving correspondence, invoices, contracts and internal records from a         
whistleblower within Electrogas Malta Ltd. I communicated with the         
whistleblower via my mother in order to receive larger transfers, amounting to            



hundreds of gigabytes of emails, between Electrogas Malta Ltd shareholders,          
and scanned documents, after establishing prima facie that criminal and ethical           
violations were being committed by the shareholders. In the six months leading            
up to the assassination of my mother, she published articles based on            
information passed on by the whistleblower. Further correspondence showed         
shareholders of SOCAR Trading SA discussing the published articles with other           
shareholders of Electrogas Malta Ltd in a manner that indicated significant           
alarm. At this point, I took over from my mother direct communication with the              
whistleblower. 

5. In January 2013, two months before the incumbent Malta Labour Party won the             
general election, KARL CINI began corresponding with Mossack Fonseca         
regarding the purchase of Panama shelf corporations. A trip to Panama was            
arranged for KARL CINI’s Malta-based firm, Nexia BT, to urgently create a Malta             
franchise of Mossack Fonseca. Nexia BT is a firm regulated by Malta’s            
Accountancy Board and two of its three partners, BRIAN TONNA and KARL CINI,             
privately declared themselves to act as the personal accountants, with powers of            
attorney, for KEITH ALLEN SCHEMBRI and KONRAD MIZZI, who were then both            
in senior positions within the Malta Labour Party’s electoral campaign and           
subsequent government. 

6. In further correspondence between Mossack Fonseca’s office in Panama and          
Nexia BT’s office in Malta, KARL CINI supplied the names of KEITH ALLEN             
SCHEMBRI and KONRAD MIZZI as the ultimate beneficial owners of two of the             
Panama shelf corporations purchased from Mossack Fonseca, as directed by          
them as his clients. Internal emails from Mossack Fonseca, provided by a            
whistleblower, show hurried, unsuccessful attempts to open offshore bank         
accounts in multiple jurisdictions for the shelf companies. Requests to open bank            
accounts were unsuccessful due to the prospective account holders being          
politically exposed persons (PEPs) and carrying too much risk for the banks. 

7. The same correspondence shows KARL CINI explaining to Mossack Fonseca’s          
in-house lawyers that the companies would be receiving 1 million US dollars            
each year into their bank accounts, from two companies registered in the United             
Arab Emirates: 17 Black Ltd and Macbridge Ltd. The source of these funds for              
both individuals was declared by KARL CINI to be from recycling in China, India              
and the Middle East, and remote gaming. No credible explanation was provided            
for why the clients would be starting such a business while in senior positions              
within government. At no point was any record of KEITH ALLEN SCHEMBRI and             
KONRAD MIZZI having any experience in those fields, or contracts to provide            
such services, requested, explained or supplied. 

8. Over a year after my mother was assassinated, a Reuters investigation revealed            
that the true owner of the company 17 Black Ltd was one of the very               
shareholders of Electrogas Malta Ltd: Yorgen Fenech, the owner of two casinos at             
which the three hitmen hired to assassinate my mother gambled over half a             



million euros. It was at this point that we realised that circle had closed: the               
secret Panama companies owned by the Energy Minister and the Prime           
Minister’s chief of staff were set up specifically to receive kickbacks from            
Azerbaijan for the gift of a billion US dollars to the country’s president. 

9. A second Reuters investigation revealed that the entire time that BRIAN TONNA            
was acting as the private accountant to KONRAD MIZZI and KEITH ALLEN            
SCHEMBRI, he was receiving a salary worth 60,000 euros per year from the             
government ministry of Justice Minister Owen Bonnici himself. 

 
As you have seen this evening, the raison d’etre of the Maltese government, and its               
representatives here, is now not only to cover up the assassination of my mother, but all                
of the corruption that she investigated. Owen Bonnici defers over and over again to              
populism. What he is saying is that whether or not KONRAD MIZZI faces justice is not                
important, because the public reelected him. The problem for him is that now we know:               
that when he and his colleagues speak here, they speak not as elected representatives of               
the Maltese people, but as agents of a criminal organisation fed by underground rivers              
of money from Azerbaijan.  
 
My appeal to you, and I make it also on behalf of my mother’s entire family, is to                  
continue eating the elephant of this corruption one bite at a time. We ask MEPs to push                 
for the creation of a Europol Joint Investigation Team that will be dedicated to              
investigating the corruption fuelled by Azerbaijan and its enablers at the heart of the              
European Union. 


